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Sex Estimation Using Discriminate Function Analysis of Non-Metric Cranial
Traits: An Inter-Observer Error Study
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This presentation will impact the forensic science community by providing further treatment to inter-observer error rates for nonassessment.1 The current study attempts to evaluate inter-observer error derived from the scoring method by controlling for experience
level.

sex traits. The traits include the supraorbital margin, the mastoid process, the supraorbital ridge/glabella, the nuchal crest, and mental
eminence. Each trait is scored on a scale of 1 to 5, which shows the progression of the traits from gracility (1) to robust (5).

how inter-observer error affects sex estimation.

The left side was evaluated
in the event of paired traits. Trait scores were compared among three anthropologists with similar levels of experience to negate error
attributed to varied levels of experience. As such, any variation in scores among observers can be ascribed to inherent limitations in the
scoring method as opposed to differences in experience level.
1

2

The ICC was applied to account for close observations between observers and was used with a two-way model that evaluated both
consistency and absolute agreement. Trait score differences among observers were assessed and subsequently compared to those
1

Results indicate that, for most traits, there is consistent scoring agreement among observers. The majority of the traits showed
substantial absolute agreement (>0.7) with the exception of the mental eminence, which showed a moderate agreement of 0.54. Further,
the observations were substantial to almost perfectly consistent between anthropologists.
to the observer. A score of 1 for female and -1 for male was assigned to each disagreeing observer’s sex estimation. Observer Three had
a sex bias score of -10, or a strong male bias. Observer Two had a sex bias score of 13, or a strong female bias. Observer One had a sex

The current study provides further treatment to inter-observer error rates for non-metric cranial traits. Though results indicate that
there is some subjectivity associated with the scoring system, trait scores can be reliably assigned by observers with comparable levels

among observers.1 As such, by controlling for observer experience level, the inter-observer error inherent in the scoring system is quite
low.
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